


Beretta is the world leader in barrel technology used at the highest levels of competition. The A400 Xtreme Plus is the first field-grade 

shotgun to utilize Beretta's patented Steelium Plus barrel technology. By lengthening the forcing cone on the Steelium Plus barrels, the 

transition from chamber to bore diameter is extended with a gradual taper to increase patterning performance and reduce felt recoil.  

The extended, 14" forcing cone keeps shot patterns consistently accurate while minimizing recoil and muzzle rise. Own the field and 

dominate the flyways with the A400 Xtreme Plus.

Traditional barrels are built with shorter forcing cones 

with an aggressively sharp constriction angle. This causes 

shot loads to compress abruptly. This causes the pellets 

within the shot load to deform and adversely affects the 

uniformity and pattern of the shot, meaning less of the 

shot load actually makes it on target. The longer forcing 

cones of the A400 Xtreme Plus, with Steelium Plus 

Barrels puts more pellets on target with less felt recoil.

Steelium is the production tech-

nology of the Beretta barrels that 

transforms the special tri-alloy 

steel, into an exceptional barrel, 

due to a manufacturing process 

that is unique.  Thanks to the 

deep drilling, cold-hammer 

forging, and to the special vacuum 

distension, the steel acquires 

the ideal characteristics to offer 

the best ballistic performance 

available today. 

TRI ALLOY STEEL

COLD HAMMER FORGING

DEEP DRILLING

VACUUM DISTENSION

36% faster than any other shotgun.
The innovative Beretta gas operating system is 36% faster than any 

other operating system. Featuring a rotating bolt, new feeding system 

and a self-cleaning piston, the A400 Xtreme Plus possesses unmatched  

reliability, speed and performance.

The new A400 Xtreme Plus is designed to withstand the toughest  

waterfowl environments and is engineered to be the softest-shooting, 

most reliable, 3½" waterfowl shotgun out there. 

One Second
4 in

less 
than

Shot pattern remains perfect and uniform in 
every type of hunting situation.
Optima-Bore® HP geometry was conceived to offer the best ballistic performance available 

even with steel shot.  The shot pattern remains perfectly uniform whatever the shell 

size or load. Optima-Bore HP choke tubes further enhance the effect. 

Lead Shot

Steel Shot HP

Steel Shot

BUILT TO GO WHEREVER YOUR HUNT TAKES YOU

VISIT: A400XtremePlus.com for details

PREPARATIONS
CONDITIONS
EXPECTATIONS

Traditional barrels



Reduced muzzle raise.

With Kick-Off*No Kick-Off*

16.5 lbs.40.7 lbs.
from 51.2" from 51.2"

RECOIL REDUCTION

The new Kick-Off MEGA reduces recoil 70% more than any 

other shotgun of it's kind on the market  and provides Xtreme 

comfort because the stock area that makes contact with the face 

remains stationary.  Kick-Off3 and Kick-Off MEGA are integral to 

the design of Beretta's A400 Xtreme Plus and comes standard on 

all models.

The world’s most advanced recoil reduction, now MEGA! Kick-Off and Kick-Off3 

have revolutionized the world of recoil reduction, reducing felt recoil by up to 

70%, giving hunters the maximum of comfort and control together.  With Kick-Off 

MEGA, the gun recoils parallel to the cheek mount. These combined systems result 

in a substantial reduction in muzzle rise and less recoil, allowing for better follow-up 

shot control.

*Kick-Off MEGA & Kick-Off3 is standard on all A400 Xtreme Plus models.

Precise laboratory testing clearly demonstrated 

that recoil has two very distinct components: the 

explosion of the ammunition at the moment of 

firing (1st peak) and the impact of the bolt against 

the receiver at the end of its travel (2nd peak). 

Kick-Off3 is a third hydraulic dampener that targets 

the 2nd recoil peak. In doing this, even the stress 

on the mechanical components is notably reduced, 

increasing the service life of the gun.

The only device in the 
world that eliminates  
the second recoil peak.

-70% *

THE BEST RECOIL REDUCTION SYSTEM IN  
THE WORLD WITH 70% LESS FELT RECOIL

Standard

A400 Xtreme Plus

Micro-Core is an innovative recoil pad 

developed by Beretta, thanks to our experience 

gained over centuries on the competition and 

hunting fields around the world.  The open 

cell techno-polymer is softer, lighter and slides 

better than rubber. Micro-Core expands, 

increasing its surface area on the shoulder and 

giving the shotgun secure and precise support.

A further step forward in  
performance. Soft, light and  
able to slide during shouldering.

VISIT: A400XtremePlus.com for details



The versatility to shoot 2¾" to 3½" loads through a gun 
with the weight, balance and barrel previously found only 
on a high-performance competition shotgun.

Extended Black  
Edition Chokes
• Five chokes included
• No wrench required

Soft Comb Cheek Piece
• Soft rubber, non-slip
• Reduces felt recoil
• Reduces cheek movement
• Increased comfort in the cold

Steel Mid-Bead Fiber Optic Front SightStepped Rib
• 7mm x 7mm wide rib
• Raises rib to eye level

Drilled & Tapped
• To receive picatinny rail

Enhanced Controls
• Extended charging handle
• Enlarged bolt release
• Oversized safety

Superior corrosion protection. 
Aqua Technology provides corrosion resistance  

to ensure all internal and external metallic components 

remain impervious to every extreme element you 

may encounter.

Expanded/Beveled  
Loading Port
• Reduces thumb bite
• Easier loading with gloves
• High visibility green follower

VISIT: A400XtremePlus.com for details
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GAUGE 12

CHAMBER 2¾" + 3" + 3½"

FUNCTIONING SYSTEM Semi-automatic shotgun featuring the new  
Beretta gas operated "Blink" system

LOCKING SYSTEM Rotating bolt with reinforced lugs

RECEIVER Aluminum-alloyed receiver (lightweight and strong)

FINISHING Black Synthetic, Real Tree Max-5, True Timber DRT, Mossy Oak 
Bottomland, Gore Optifade Timber, Gore Optifade Marsh

BARREL Steelium Plus barrels with a 14" forcing cone

BARREL LENGTHS 26" – 28"

CHOKES Optima Choke HP Black Extended – Full, Improved Modified, 
Modified, Improved Cylinder, Cylinder

RIB 7mm x 7mm stepped ventilated rib

TRIGGER Chrome plated

TRIGGER GUARD Oversized

SAFETY Reversible, oversized safety button with new  
ergonomics for better operation

FRONT SIGHT Fiber optic front sight with steel mid bead

STOCK Synthetic pistol grip stock with cheek piece  
(Adjustable shim system. )

GRIPS Non-slip rubber grips

RECOIL PAD New Micro-Core pad

ACCESSORIES New dedicated case with stock drop spacers, Beretta oil, 
quick detachable swivels and 3 chokes with wrench

WEIGHT 7.8 Lbs  (12 ga.)

View exclusive content and 
connect with Beretta

Connect on Twitter
@BerettaCanada

Visit www.BerettaCanada.ca
to locate an A400 Xtreme Plus 

Dealer 

Watch an overview  
of the A400 Xtreme Plus

VISIT: A400XtremePlus.com for details


